Nuclear organization of RNA polymerase II transcription.
Transcription occurs at distinct nuclear compartments termed transcription factories that are specialized for transcription by 1 of the 3 polymerase complexes (I, II, or III). Protein-coding genes appear to move in and out of RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) compartments as they are expressed and silenced. In addition, transcription factories are sites where several transcription units, either from the same chromosome or different chromosomes, are transcribed. Chromosomes occupy distinct territories in the interphase nucleus with active genes preferentially positioned on the periphery or even looped out of the territory. These chromosome territories have been observed to intermingle in the nucleus, and multiple interactions among different chromosomes have been identified in genome-wide studies. Deep sequencing of the transcriptome and RNAPII associated on DNA obtained by chromatin immunoprecipitation have revealed a plethora of noncoding transcription and intergenic accumulations of RNAPII that must also be considered in models of genome function. The organization of transcription into distinct regions of the nucleus has changed the way we view transcription with the evolving model for silencing or activation of gene expression involving physical relocation of the transcription unit to a silencing or activation compartment, thus, highlighting the need to consider the process of transcription in the 3-dimensional nuclear space.